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Executive Summary
Heat generated by rack-mount equipment is dissipated by managed airflows.
The basic premise of managing these airflows is to segregate cool air from
hot air. This is often considered on a Data Centre scale (hot/cold aisle), but
neglected on a rack scale. Unused vertical space with-in a rack can cause
hotspots and inlet air temperature increases that ultimately compromise
the operating conditions of the equipment and efficiency of the Data Centre,
both of which result in unnecessary costs. These problems can be significantly reduced through the use of blanking panels. This paper discusses the
effect of blanking panels on cooling in both traditional and next generation
racks.
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Introduction

The heat generated by rack-mount computer and data storage equipment is dissipated by managed
airflows. In general, the hot exhaust air must remain isolated from the cool inlet air to ensure
effective and efficient cooling takes place. An inability to separate these air flows can lead to a
number of problems, dependant on the managed air flow solution in use.
A traditional cabinet typically relies on the equipment (and the fans located within) to draw
ambient cool air from the Data Centre or Network Room; hot exhaust air then exits the equipment
and flows back into the room. The temperature of the inlet air is controlled (to a certain degree) by
preventing hot air recirculating back into the cool air supply. This is achieved on the Data Centre
scale with standard installation practices (hot/cold aisle) as detailed in the airflow guidelines
defined in the ASHRAE Datacom Series1 . With-in the rack itself, there exists the potential for hot
exhaust air to recirculate into the inlet air stream via a number of methods (including rack rails
inset from side of enclosure, monitors on shelves, tower servers on shelves etc.), the majority of
which can be limited by implementing simple control principles. The primary cause of hot exhaust
air recirculation, however, is unused vertical space. These spaces can be blocked by installing
blanking panels which prevent recirculation.
The next generation of racks, including the fan assisted cold air contained rack (e.g. the SRA
produced iPAMMTM), uses more intelligent managed airflows to provide air to equipment at a consistent and constant temperature. The iPAMM in particular employs fans that force air from the
underfloor plenum into the front plenum of the rack, rather than drawing ambient air from the
Data Centre, thus to a degree hot and cold air separation is intrinsic to this configuration. However, the existence of unused vertical space still results in ineffective and inefficient cooling. This
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effect is not widely appreciated by users and reduces Data Centre efficiency.
This paper explains recirculation in traditional hot/cold aisle racks and presents results on
its suppression using blanking panels. It explains why these issues are less prominent in next
generation racks and presents the benefits of using blanking panels.
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Hot exhaust air recirculation in traditional hot/cold aisle
racks

When vertical space is unused in a traditional rack, the physical barrier which separates cool
inlet air from hot exhaust air is not present. This space becomes available for hot exhaust air to
recirculate into the inlet air stream.
The net result of this unwanted flow is an increase in inlet air temperature and a subsequent increase in the operating temperature of the equipment. This may increase the operating
temperature of the equipment above healthy operating conditions, rendering the cooling solution
ineffective. Ineffective cooling can significantly reduce the mean time between failures (MTBF) of
the equipment, which may prove to be costly. On the other hand, if the operating temperature
does not exceed the healthy operating temperature the cooling remains effective, but efficiency is
lost. This efficiency is lost in the capability to alter the inlet air temperature while maintaining
healthy operating temperatures.
The simplest solution to increase the effectiveness and efficiency in this scenario is to cover
the unused vertical space with blanking panels. This provides the physical barrier necessary to
segregate cool inlet air from hot exhaust air and significantly suppress the problem of recirculation.
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Figure 1: The flow of air and inlet air temperature profile of traditional racks within a
hot/cold aisle Data Centre. The image on the left shows the temperatures when unused vertical
space is left unblanked, while the right hand image shows the temperature while this space is
blanked.

The magnitude of this suppression is shown in Figure 12 . As can be seen, the input air temperature
above and below the unused vertical space is significantly higher when this space is not blanked
off.
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details of the experimental set-up used to obtain this data is detailed in Appendix A.
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The importance of Blanking Panels in the next generation
rack

Next generation racks differ from traditional racks in that they assist in the provision of air to the
inlet of the server. A fan assisted cold air contained rack pressurises the rack front plenum with
fans located within the rack. Despite this fundamentally different behaviour compared with the
traditional rack, the fact remains that when vertical space is unused in these racks, the physical
barrier which separates cool inlet air from hot exhaust air is not present. When vertical space
is unused in this rack, there are a number of processes that occur. A small amount of cool air
bypasses the servers and passes directly to the back of the rack. At the same time, the flow of air
in the front of the rack draws a small amount of the exhaust air toward the front of the rack. These
two meet in the unused vertical space and mix to create a hotspot. A portion of this air is drawn
into the inlet air stream causing an increase in inlet air temperatures. This process is shown in
Figure 2.
As discussed earlier, increases in inlet air temperatures reduce the effectiveness and efficiency
of cooling. In this case, unused vertical space also increases the prevalence of hotspots. The
solution to these problems is to implement blanking panels to partition the hot and cold airstreams
(the benefits of doing this are shown in Figure 2. As can be seen, this partitioning segregates the
two air streams: cold air no longer bypasses the equipment while the recirculation of exhaust air
in the front plenum no longer exists which prevents mixing and limits hot spots. It also reduces
the inlet air temperature leading to both increasingly effective and efficient cooling.
The implementation of blanking panels has typically resulted in a restriction in access between
the front and back of the rack. This is no longer the case with the SRA produced brush-strip
blanking panel. The brush-strip located within this panel allows for cables to be run from the
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Figure 2: The flow of air, inlet air temperature profile and exhaust air temperature profile of
next generation racks within a hot/cold aisle Data Centre. The image on the left showstemperature when the unused vertical space is left unblanked, while the right hand image shows the
temperature while the spaced is blanked.

back of the rack to the front (and vice-versa) without compromising the partition between the hot
and cold airstreams. The brush-strip blanking panel has the same performance characteristics
as a regular blanking panel rack pressure conditions, with the capability of maintaining a 60Pa
pressure differential.
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Conclusion

Implementing blanking panels with-in a rack is a cheap and simple process with a great number
of immediate benefits for both traditional and next generation racks. These include:
• a significant reduction in recirculating hot air,
• a significant reduction in bypass cool air, and therefore
• a significant reduction in air mixing and hotspots.
These immediate benefits ultimately allow for a reduction in inlet air temperature. this reduction affords the following benefits:
• a reduction in the operating temperature of the equipment to with-in healthy operating conditions,
• an increase in the capability of the rack to support a larger heat load, and
• the capability to alter the inlet air temperature to achieve more efficient cooling.
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Appendix A: Experimental Set-up
All data used throughout this paper was obtained through rigorous testing conducted at Server
Racks Australia in Queanbeyan, New South Wales. The testing environment consisted of a 300mm
raised floor Data centre containing a 42RU (600mm x 1050mm) SRA Rack that could be easily
converted between a standard vented front door Class C rack and an iPAMMTM. This rack contained
7 server simulators with unused vertical space from rack units 13-24. Each server simulator
consists of a 4RU server chassis containing 3 fans and a variable resistive load (0-2kW). This load
was set to ∼1kW, and the airflow to ∼47l/s, for each server to simulate typical server behaviour.
The inlet air temperatures across the front of the rack were measured 50mm from the face of
the simulator for a range of different configurations. The first configuration consisted of a vented
floor tile located in front of a rack with a perforated front door to simulate a traditional hot/cold
aisle arrangement. This configuration was tested with the unused vertical space both blanked
and unblanked. The second configuration consisted of a fan-assisted cold air contained rack (the
iPAMMTM), again with the unused vertical space both blanked and unblanked.
A TREND Control Data Acquisition System was used to measure temperatures and electricity
consumption. The temperatures were measured using NTC Type thermistor with a published
accuracy of ±0.2◦ C, while the electricity consumption (heat load) was measured with a TREND
EM-MPO/STAR3DIN electricity meter with a maximum error of 0.3% on the Active Power.
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